Abstract. The di culty encountered when solving singularly perturbed differential equations is that errors introduced in layers pollute the solution in smooth regions. Since a priori control of the errors in layers is di cult, special methods must be designed to reduce or eliminate polluting errors. Successful methods add dissipation to a computational scheme to enlarge layers to the mesh spacing. We focus on a method of using special quadrature rules to con ne spurious pollution e ects, such as excess di usion and non-physical oscillations, to layers. In particular, we indicate that Radau and Lobatto quadrature are useful for, respectively, convection-di usion and reaction-di usion systems. With large errors con ned to small regions, an adaptive technique can successfully improve accuracy. The quadrature approach is suitable for use with adaptive methods that both adjust meshes and vary method orders. We describe the key aspects of such an adaptive strategy and present several applications. We also demonstrate an equivalence between the quadrature-based methods and a generalized Galerkin least-squares stabilization.
Introduction
Singularly perturbed di erential systems arise throughout science and engineering. They feature diverse spatial and temporal scales that complicate traditional numerical approaches to their solution. Without proper resolution of ne-scale structures, standard nite di erence and nite element techniques produce anomalous solutions containing nonphysical oscillations (x2). Remedies have concentrated on convection-di usion problems associated with uid transport 17, 30, 31, 32, 36] .
They succeed by adding di usion to enlarge the dimensions of ne-scale structures to those of the mesh spacing (x2). Di usion can be added implicitly through, e.g., directional di erencing 32] or explicitly through, e.g., least-squares stabilization 17, 31] .
Adaptive approaches automatically re ne and coarsen computational meshes (h-re nement) 12, 16, 21] , vary method orders (p-re nement) 6, 20, 35] , and/or move meshes (r-re nement) 29] to solve di erential problems to prescribed levels of accuracy with minimal resources (x6). The method typically begins with a trial solution computed on a coarse mesh with a low-order method. This solution is enriched by one or more of the base strategies (h-, p-, and r-re nement) until the accuracy criteria have been met. Enrichment indicators are often a posteriori estimates of discretization errors associated with the computational method 3, 7, 11] . Thus, in addition to guiding the enrichment process, they furnish a requisite measure of solution accuracy. 1 Ideally, adaptive enrichment is concentrated in regions of nonuniform behavior, (layers), and this greatly enhances e ciency relative to methods using uniform meshes and orders. Current tools for adaptive analysis, however, lack robustness when applied to singularly perturbed systems. Most approaches are based on symmetric approximations and they too will produce anomalous e ects that \pollute" the entire solution when applied with a discretization that is too coarse to resolve layers. Based on this incorrect initial solution, a correct error estimation would indicate global mesh re nement. While possibly successful, this strategy is far from optimal since solution enrichment would most likely be necessary only within unresolved layers.
Most computational techniques for singularly perturbed di erential systems involve rst-or second-order methods. Higher-order methods have several advantages when either used alone or with adaptivity. The combination of mesh re nement/coarsening with order variation (hp-re nement) is remarkably e cient and capable of achieving exponential rates of convergence 6, 35, 39] . With complex, multi-dimensional problems, higher-order methods o er the only reasonable approach of achieving high accuracy. Little is known about high-order methods for singularly perturbed systems. Adjerid et al. 2] developed an approach that utilizes special quadrature rules to attain stability (x3 and x4). Utilizing a hierarchical framework 39], the quadrature rules are designed to integrate products of exponential and polynomial functions to high order. In this regard, they bear some relationship to exponentially-weighted Petrov-Galerkin methods 27]; however, polynomials are used for both the nite element trial and test spaces. The singular perturbation limit of the derived quadrature rules for convection-di usion systems are Radau integration formulas. Van Veldhuizen 40] established the stability of Radau quadrature for convection-di usion problems associated with twopoint boundary value problems. We also show that Lobatto quadrature yields stable results for reaction-di usion problems for all combinations of the singular perturbation parameter, the mesh spacing, and the order of the method. In all cases, large errors are con ned to elements containing or adjacent to layers and may be reduced by either h-or p-re nement. Convergence rates remain optimal in the di usion limit and, although rates are unknown, accuracy is high in the singular perturbation limit.
With adaptivity increasing in popularity, we describe the essential details of a software system that is capable of automatic combinations of h-, p-, and rre nement (x6). The current system can solve one-and two-dimensional parabolic and elliptic problems, but three-dimensional capabilities are under development 18] . We close (x7) by demonstrating an equivalence between the quadrature-based methods and a popular Galerkin least-squares stabilization 17, 24, 31, 38] .
Formulation and Background
Let's begin with a singularly perturbed two-point boundary value problem Lu := ? u 00 + c(x)u 0 + d(x)u = f(x); a < x < b; (2.1) u(a) = u L ; u(b) = u R ; (2.2) where ( ) 0 and the solution of (2.1) features boundary layers near both a and b.
The problem (2.1, 2.2) can be discretized easily by nite di erence or nite element methods. Given our emphasis on nite element methods, we've chosen that approach. Thus, construct a Galerkin form of ( Figure 2 ).
In order to simplify the subsequent presentation, let The computationally challenging singular perturbation limit occurs when 1.
In this case, c i , i = 0; 1; ; N, oscillates (i) between u L and u R when N is odd or (ii) between the line joining u L and u R and 2 =N when N is even (cf. Figure 1 ).
It may be worthwhile noting that centered nite di erencing produces the same di erence relation (2.17) and, hence, the same solution (2.19) as the piecewiselinear nite element method 36]. Both have the same di culty which can only be eliminated when the uniform mesh is su ciently ne, i.e., when is reduced to O(1). The spurious oscillations can be eliminated from a convection-di usion system by introducing a directional bias that e ectively adds dissipation to the system by enlarging boundary layers to an O(h) width. Schemes for accomplishing this abound (cf., e.g., Il'in 32]); however, Hemker's 27] Petrov-Galerkin formulation has a generality that best suits our aims. To begin, recall that the Green's function G(t; x) for the operator L is an element of H 1 0 for xed t that satis es L G := ? G xx ? c(x)G] x + d(x)G = 0; a < x < t; t < x < b; (2.20) A Petrov-Galerkin scheme such as (2.23) would require a major re-coding e ort to incorporate into a state-of-the-art adaptive nite element software system (cf., e.g., Adjerid et al. 6] 19] , it simpli es the analysis and it furnishes robust methods that apply more generally. We begin by de ning a mapping between the polynomial and exponential spaces and use this to obtain a result similar to (2.27) which motivates the approach. We proceed in the same manner with a general (n-point) quadrature rule, selecting^ = f^ ?1 ;^ 1 ;^ 2 ; ;^ n g;^ = f^ ?1 ;^ 1 ;^ 2 ; ;^ n?1 ;^ n g; The use of (3.13, 3.14) with (3.4, 3.5, 3.6) yields (^ n ; l ) =B(^ n ; l ); l = n ? 1; n; (3.16) which may be written in the more explicit form
The nonlinear system (3.15, 3.18) may be solved for n 4 using a computer algebra system such as MAPLE. With n = 3, for example, the integration points l , l = 1; 2; 3, are determined as the roots of The quadrature weights W l and evaluation points l , l = 1; 2; ; n, cannot be explicitly determined as functions of for n > 4; however, as shown in the following theorem (with two preliminary lemmas), the evaluation points tend to the GaussLegendre points (the roots of P n ( )) as ! 0 and to the Radau points (the roots of P n ( ) P n?1 ( )) as ! 1. This situation is favorable to adaptive h-re nement since (as shown by example) the quadrature-based nite element method is stable in the convection limit and accurate in the di usion limit. The induction hypothesis and use of (2.13) with the orthogonality properties of Legendre polynomials, respectively, imply that the integrals on the right of (3.33)
vanish. Hence, we establish (3.30) for n = k + 1.
To prove (3.31), let
i ; (3.34) which, upon use of (3.14), can be written as
Di erentiating while using (2.13) yields
Multiplying by P j ( ), j = 1; 2; ; n ? 1, integrating on ?1; 1], and using the orthogonality properties of the Legendre polynomials yields
Now, an integration by parts while using (3.34) and the condition that g( 1) = 0 and lim !0 n = 0; lim ! 1 n = 1: (3.44) Remark 3.7. As ! 0, Q n / P n and l , l = 1; 2; ; n, are the Legendre points. The limit n = 1 gives Q n proportional to the Radau polynomial P n P n?1 .
Proof. Consider Since the l , l = 1; 2; ; n, are the roots of Q n and n = 1, the above becomes ?1 P n?1 ( ) n?1 d :
The use of (2. 3.1. Computational Results. We appraise the quadrature-based nite element method (2.33) by applying it to problems involving an ordinary and a partial di erential system of equations. In each case, the Green's function used to develop the quadrature rule (3.6) is inaccurate; hence, we hope to show that^ only has to capture the essence of the singular portion of the adjoint space to obtain the desired stability. We refer to the -dependent quadrature methods (3.6, 3.13-3.18) as the ? rules to (i) emphasize their dependence on the cell Peclet number and (ii) contrast results with those obtained by Radau quadrature. In both cases, the local degree of the polynomial approximation p is the same as the number of points n used for the quadrature rule.
In each example, pointwise errors are measured in the discrete maximum norm je j 1 = max
where N 1 is the number of elements in the coarsest mesh used to solve the problem. Table 1 as functions of p, N, and . In Figure 3 , we display je j 1 with = 10 ?6 as a function of the degrees of freedom for p ranging from 1 to 4 using the -rules and Radau quadrature. Similarly, with N = 80, we display je j 1 as a function of for p = 1 to 4 in Figure 4 . Finally, the nite element solution using Radau quadrature is compared with the exact solution when = 10 ?6 , N = 20, and p = 1 to 4 in Figure 5 .
Finite element solutions on N1 displayed in Table 1 be worth the added expense. Results presented in Figure 5 show that the nite element-Radau solution has some excess di usion when p = 1 and some spurious oscillations when p > 1; however, these undesirable e ects are con ned to the two elements containing the turning point. The oscillations decrease in magnitude as p increases and the polynomial basis provides a better approximation to the exponential boundary layer behavior. Approximations would likewise improve were the mesh re ned in the turning-point region. Global accuracy away from the turning point is very high. Example 3.9. In order to appraise the method's suitability for use with transient problems, consider Burgers' equation u t + uu x = u xx ; 0 < x < 1; t > 0; where 0 = 0 < 1 < < bn=2c 1. The rule has n points, so W 0 is zero when n is even. degrees of freedom and is presented in Figure 7 for the nite element-Lobatto solution. The exact and nite element-Lobatto solutions with = 10 ?5 , N 1 = 10, and p = 1 to 4 are compared in Figure 8 .
As with convection-di usion systems, solutions on N1 , presented in Table 2 and Figure 7 , have no spurious oscillations for all values of . Results presented in Figure 8 show that boundary layer errors are con ned to one element when is large. The piecewise-linear solution has no oscillations but higher-order solutions have spurious oscillations within layers that decay in amplitude with increasing p.
Two-Dimensional Problems
To have maximal impact, the specialized, Radau, and Lobatto quadrature rules developed and described in Sections 3 and 4 should be applicable to multidimensional transient and steady singularly perturbed partial di erential systems. We appraise their suitability in this regard by applying a tensor product of the one-dimensional quadrature rules to three two-dimensional elliptic problems. We solved this problem with = 10 ?3 and 10 ?6 using the nite element method with a tensor product of the -rules on uniform square meshes having 8, 16, and 32 square elements per edge and piecewise bi-polynomial approximations of uniform degrees one to four. The maximum pointwise errors measured on the coarse mesh are presented in Figure 9 . Solutions are computed without oscillations for all combinations of and N. u(0; y) = 2; u(1; y) = 1; 0 < y < 1:
When is small relative to unity, the solution features a sharp wave front that propagates across the domain at an angle of approximately 27 with respect to the positive x-axis.
We solved (5.1, 5.3, 5.4) with = 10 ?3 using tensor-product -rules on a 20 20 uniform mesh and piecewise bi-polynomial approximations having degrees one through four. Solutions are displayed in Figure 10 . Like Brooks and Hughes 15], we nd solutions with piecewise bilinear approximations to be overly di usive.
Higher-order solutions have less di usion, but have some spurious oscillations near the wavefront that decrease in amplitude with increasing p. Streamwise upwinding 15] has been used with low-order approximations to remove excessive di usion near fronts. Perhaps a similar procedure could be developed to further reduce the oscillations associated with higher-order approximations.
Adaptive Software
We have developed an adaptive nite element software system with capabilities for automatic h-, p-, and/or r-re nement 6] to solve one-and two-dimensional parabolic and elliptic partial di erential systems having the general form u t + f(x; t; u; ru) = r (Dru); x 2 ; t > 0:
Initial data is required for the m-vector u for x 2 ?. Boundary conditions prescribe u i = g i (x; t; u); x 2 ? E i ; (6.2) (Dru n) i = g i (x; t; u); x 2 ? N i ; i = 1; 2; ; m; (6.3) with the boundary divided component-wise into segments ? E i and ? N i , i = 1; 2; , m, where, respectively, essential and natural boundary conditions are applied.
The mesh is quadtree-structured using either triangular 6] or quadrilateral 5] elements. A quadtree-structured mesh is generated by embedding the domain in a square universe that may be recursively bisected into smaller squares called \quadrants." The process naturally generates a tree structure with the original square universe at the root and smaller squares resulting from bisection at greater tree depths. Triangular meshes are generated by dividing quadrants at terminal tree nodes into two or more triangles, ensuring inter-quadrant consistency, and repositioning triangle vertices to produce a smooth mesh having well-shaped elements 8].
Quadrilateral meshes work directly with the quadrants and, hence, have irregular points at adjoining quadrants of di erent tree levels. The nite element solution is constrained at such irregular points to ensure global continuity and a one-level tree di erence is enforced to avoid having more than one irregular point on any quadrant edge. The geometrical capabilities of quadrant-based meshes are restricted to initially piecewise-rectangular regions. The quadrants may move, e.g., to follow material distortion. The two-dimensional computations reported herein were all done with quadrilateral meshes.
With either triangular-or quadrilateral-element meshes, h-re nement proceeds by further bisecting or pruning quadrants, enforcing a one-level tree di erence, and generating a new mesh locally for triangles.
A nite element problem is constructed from (6.1) using Galerkin's method 6].
In two-dimensions, the nite element basis is the extension of (2.9, 2.10) to triangles or quadrilaterals 39]. P-re nement proceeds by locally increasing or decreasing the polynomial degree. Interelement continuity is imposed by requiring polynomials on either side of an element's edge to have the higher degree of the pair 6].
Temporal integration is done within a method-of-lines framework using the backward di erence software DASSL for di erential-algebraic systems 34]. Time steps are automatically adjusted and method-orders varied so as to achieve a prescribed temporal accuracy. Finite element solutions may be obtained without adaptivity or with adaptive spatial h-, p-, r-, hp-, hr-, pr-or hpr-re nement.
Spatial h-and/or p-re nement are controlled by a posteriori estimates of discretization errors that are obtained from a dichotomy principle of Babuska that indicates that errors of odd-degree nite element approximations occur at element edges as the mesh spacing becomes ner while the limiting errors of even-degree approximations are due solely to interior contributions. Error estimates based on this principle have been shown to converge at the same rate as the exact errors under mesh re nement for elliptic 41, 42] and parabolic problems 3, 4] . These error estimates are computationally simple and are obtained by solving either elementlevel parabolic or elliptic problems. Solving elemental elliptic problems utilizes a temporal superconvergence and is the simpler of the two procedures. While proofs are unavailable, the error estimates appear to be correct for nonlinear problems, in the presence of singularities, and on distorted meshes 3, 4] .
Within a method-of-lines framework, the dichotomy principal provides error estimates that are related to the total discretization error when temporal errors are small relative to spatial errors. For the \sti " ordinary di erential systems that arise from the spatial discretization of parabolic problems, global temporal error control is achieved by control of the local error 20]. This result simpli es error estimation since it su ces to maintain the local error tolerance at a small percentage of the spatial error tolerance to control the global error.
Elemental contributions to the global error estimate provide \enrichment indicators" that control adaptive h-and/or p-re nement 6]. Temporal integration is halted after a xed number of time steps (e.g., four) as determined by DASSL. The error estimate jjEjj in some norm, e.g., strain energy jjEjj 2 = Z Z rE DrEd!; (6.4) is examined at such times and an adaptive strategy is invoked whenever jjEjj < 0:1 or jjEjj > for a prescribed tolerance . Letting = 2 N ; (6.5) elements are subdivided or the local polynomial degree is increased when jjEjj 2 j > ; j = 1; 2; ; N; (6.6) where N is the number of elements in the mesh and jjEjj 2 j is the contribution to jjEjj 2 from element j. Although the notation would suggest that jjEjj 2 j furnishes an estimate of the local discretization error on element j, this has not been established.
Neighboring elements are combined or the polynomial degree is reduced when jjEjj 2 j < j ( ); j = 1; 2; ; N:
Speci c choices of j ( ) depend on the enrichment strategy and will be described. With h-re nement, terminal quadrants failing to satisfy (6.6) are repeatedly quartered to satisfy (6.6). Re nement is done to preserve a one-level tree di erence between adjacent quadrants. Coarsening occurs by pruning a terminal quadrant by one level using the coarsening function j ( ) = (0:1)2 ?2pj : (6.8) With p-re nement, the polynomial degree is increased by one for all elements satisfying (6.6) and j ( ) = (0:1)h 2 j (6.9) where h j is the longest edge of element j. Polynomial degrees are not decreased below unity and not decreased when needed to maintain interelement continuity. While h-re nement is done at the quadrant level with a one-level di erence between adjoining quadrants, p-re nement is done at the element level with no restrictions of di erences in polynomial degrees between adjacent elements. If solutions are smooth, then high-order approximations on large elements are more e cient than low-order approximations on small elements; thus, our hpre nement strategy consists of increasing the polynomial degree in smooth higherror regions, re ning the mesh in non-smooth high-error regions, coarsening the mesh in smooth low-error regions, and decreasing the polynomial degree in non- Figure 11 . The solution di ered from one computed using Gauss-Legendre quadrature by less than 2 10 ?3 in strain energy; however, it used 20% fewer space-time degrees of freedom. The solution obtained with Gauss-Legendre quadrature performed well here because h-re nement occurred quickly as layers developed. The adaptive mesh is concentrated in layers and little element removal was necessary. Meshes track evolving layers from the smooth initial data. u(x; ?3) = 3; u(x; 3) = 5; ?2 < x < 1; (6.15) u(1; y) = 4; u(?2; y) = 6; ?3 < y < 3:
The usual singular-perturbation theory would indicate that the solution of (6.14 -6.16) has boundary layers near the edges and is constant in the interior of the domain; however, this theory cannot determine the constant's value. Grasman and
Matkowsky 26] used a variational approach to determine the unknown constant as a weighted average of the boundary data at points that are closest to the origin. For the prescribed data and small values of , there will be boundary layers except near (1; 0), which is the closest point to the origin. The solution in the interior of the domain will asymptotically be u(1; 0) = 4. Figure 11 . Finite element solution of Example 6.1 at t = 0:2 using the -rules with adaptive h-re nement and p = 2 (top) and the mesh used for the adaptive computation (bottom).
Holland 28] intended this problem to test numerical techniques because of its numerous computational di culties. A transient embedding of (6.14) in a parabolic problem 6] converges at an exponentially slow rate in . When solving the steady problem (6.14), this di culty gives rise to ill-conditioned discrete systems for large Figure 12 . Solution of Example 6.2 with = 10 ?3 using adaptive h-re nement on an initial 10 10 uniform mesh with piecewise bilinear approximations.
cell-Peclet numbers. Thus, direct solution techniques will be sensitive to roundo error accumulation and iterative solution strategies will quickly converge to a constant interior solution, but take exponentially long to nd the correct value.
We solved (6.14 -6.16) with = 10 ?3 , using adaptive h-re nement with piecewise bi-polynomials of degrees one through four. The solution with p = 1 (cf. Figure 12 ) do not display spurious oscillations. Equation (6.14) has an exponentially small eigenvalue and, hence, is extremely di cult to solve. While we were successful, it would be dangerous to conclude that we could solve this problem for smaller values of . 7 . A Relationship Between Quadrature-Based and Galerkin Least-Squares Stabilization We have noted that streamwise upwinding 15, 17] and Galerkin least-squares 31, 24] methods provide e ective stabilizations for low-order nite element approximations of convection-di usion problems. Likewise, gradient Galerkin leastsquares methods stabilize low-order methods for reaction-di usion problems 22] .
In this section, we de ne generalized Galerkin least-squares stabilizations for the high-order solution of one-dimensional convection-and reaction-di usion problems and establish a relationship between these and the quadrature-based methods. Extending these results to rectangular elements in two-dimension and rectangular parallelepipeds in three-dimensions with tensor product quadrature should be straight forward.
Discussion
We have described a framework for applying the nite element method with high-order approximations to singularly perturbed di erential systems. The method utilizes symbolic techniques to construct quadrature rules for a class of singularly perturbed convection-di usion and reaction-di usion problems. Quadrature rules for convection-di usion systems tend, as expected, to Gauss-Legendre and Radau integration, respectively, as the cell-Peclet number tends to zero and in nity. Quadrature rules are less understood for reaction-di usion systems.
Use of Radau and Lobatto quadrature rules worked extremely well for, respectively, convection-and reaction-di usion problems. Large errors were conned to elements containing boundary or interior layers for all meshes, orders, and singular-perturbation parameters tested. This is in contrast to the Radau-and Lobatto-based collocation methods of Ascher and Weiss 9] who found oscillations when boundary layers were not adequately resolved. Furthermore, nodal convergence of the Radau-and Lobatto-based nite element procedures appears to be, respectively, at rates of h 2p?1 and h 2p in the di usion limit. Thus, nodal superconvergence would seem to be present for both quadrature rules when p 2. Global rates of h p are optimal in energy in the di usion limit but are, as yet, unknown in the singular perturbation limit. Observed accuracy is so high in this case that estimation is not possible. There is little apparent advantage to using the more complex -rules. This formalism could, of course, be useful with other singular perturbation problems. It additionally provides insight as to why Radau quadrature is successful with convection-di usion problems.
Numerical evidence suggests that the quadrature-based methods are more accurate than anticipated. Thus, for example, methods based on a singular-perturbation analysis of a constant-coe cient two-point boundary value problem provide stable and accurate solutions of two-point problems involving turning points and of partial di erential equations. Having stable high-order methods, it becomes possible to use e cient adaptive hp-re nement procedures. Several aspects of the approach are in need of additional analysis before this can be done. A posteriori error estimates, used to guide adaptive enrichment, are needed for each method and quadrature rule.
It is likely that such estimates can be developed by p-re nement procedures 3]. A priori error estimates are also needed for the various methods in the di erent parameter regimes characterized by, e.g., the cell-Peclet number. Streamwise upwinding should also be investigated as a possibility for reducing oscillations near nonuniformities that are oblique to the computational mesh (cf. Example 5.2). Developing such formulas for high-order approximations could be a challenging proposition since streamline curvature may be necessary to maintain high order.
The adaptive software system described here is being incorporated into an object-oriented framework to address the solution of demanding three-dimensional singular perturbation problems. Our intention is to create an environment and tools to simplify the solution of a wide variety of problems by adaptive means. Tools are available for automatic mesh generation with linkages to CAD systems, automatic mesh re nement and coarsening, basis construction, time integration, linear algebraic solutions, error estimation, adaptive strategies, and visualization. The software executes on serial and parallel computers with tools for data migration and load balancing available for the latter. The most mature software environment addresses transient and steady compressible uid ows 18].
